In reality, face recognition due to illumination, expression, posture, or other objects caused by facial shade seriously affects the recognition rate of the problem, put forward the afresh transform algorithm based on limited histogram equalization of low frequency DCT coefficients. Firstly, divide the image into several non-overlapping local small fragments, and then use limited histogram equalization for local contrast stretching to realize and get rid of the local sub-block noise. Then, eliminate the illumination change in face image by reducing appropriate number of low frequency DCT coefficients. Finally, use kernel principal component analysis for feature extraction, and the nearest neighbor classifier to complete the final face recognition. In ORL, extension Yale B is used in one experiment to verify the effectiveness and the robustness of the proposed algorithm on outdoor facial database. The experimental results show that this algorithm, in dealing with robust face recognition, has achieved higher recognition rate as compared with several linear algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
As a very widely used technology, face recognition [1] has attracted attention of many researchers. It has been widely used in law enforcement, security, voters to verify and buildings, door, car, or network access, and other fields. The performance of face recognition system has reached a satisfactory level [2] under the constraint environment, but its performance is often affected because of illumination, expression, posture, shelter's influence of such conditions reduced greatly [3] , as a result, these changes are necessary for automatic face recognition of standardization [4] .
Scholars also proposed the method based on local characteristics, where face image was divided into several local blocks, handle each block independently, finally to make decisions based on all the pieces of mixed classification results [5] . For example, literature [6] proposed face sub-space reconstruction algorithm based on robust principal component analysis; literature [7] proposed joint sparse representation algorithm based on low-rank sub-space restore; literature [8] proposed sparse representation of reconstruction algorithm; and literature [9] proposed synergy representation based on the classification. This approach requires that everyone has enough sample to form a probe image (namely query face image), but the actual situation is face often affected by light and so on, leading to low recognition rate. So these methods in real environment are not always feasible. Also, some scholars will first keep out *Address correspondence to this author at the School of Science, Hubei University of Nationalities, Xueyuan Road 39#, Enshi, Hubei, 445000, P.R. China; Tel: 18671863389; E-mail: maple_liang@163.com of the image divided into sub-block, the extracted features in the sub-block, and then execution of the similarity matching process based on each block in pairs, in order to reduce the matching error caused by keeping out of blocks training produces different afresh value assigned to different blocks. For example, literature [10] proposed local matching face recognition algorithms. Literature [11] proposed partial similarity algorithm. However, the process of training is usually data dependence. Literature [12] showed that the conversion to Discrete Cosine Transform (Discrete Cosine Transform, DCT) of the low frequency coefficient in all other photo-metric normalization technique can get the best performance. Literature [13] using kernel function can effectively calculate the high-dimensional feature space of the principal components. Literature [14] pointed out that the Linear Discriminant Analysis (Linear Discriminant Analysis, LDA) method aims to find a class particular linear projection, the purpose is to maximize the projection image between the scattering matrix and scattering matrix within the class ratio, but it needs the training time than Principal Component Analysis (Principal Component Analysis, PCA), because it uses PCA as processing steps.
The basis of this research is to improve the method of reducing the effects of illumination change to face recognition, and better solve the problem of robust face recognition, by proposing the afresh transform algorithm based on limited histogram equalization of low frequency DCT coefficients. It uses Kernel PCA (Kernel Principal Component Analysis, KPCA) to extract high dimensional feature vector, and uses the nearest neighbor classifier to complete human face recognition by the DCT specification or compensation illumination change.
THE SYSTEM DESIGN
In order to improve the recognition rate of face recognition system under the condition of illumination change, face recognition system architecture is proposed, as shown in Fig. (1) . The algorithm process is as follows: 1) First take training and testing images order divided into a series of continuously even without overlapping subblock of, after dealing with the CLAHE, image gray level difference increased, contrast enhancement, more details are divided, and contain reduced noise accordingly;
2) By taking every sub-block for DCT after dealing with the CLAHE corresponding coefficient matrix can be obtained. Then, by using standard luminance quantization matrix to uniform quantization of each coefficient, the coefficient matrix can be obtained after quantization. The coefficient matrix is obtained which is divided into two parts for direct current coefficient DC and alternating current coefficient AC, which can be seen from the DCT. The energy is concentrated in a few of the low frequency coefficients, and then through to transform to reduce low frequency DCT coefficient to eliminate the influence of illumination change;
3) Get normalized image (namely free illumination change), using KPCA extracting image features, KPCA can extract the high order statistics, including nuclear function using Gaussian kernel; 4) Finally, using the nearest neighbor classifier to extract the characteristics of the classification and recognition.
The detailed design of each part of the systemis as follows:
Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization
Histogram of the image refers to the intensity distribution of image, histogram equalization even adjusts the image's intensity values, and enhances the global contrast of image. This is a very useful pre-processing step, and strengthens the standardization of the given image, however, interest in features within the image needs local reinforcement, so if the standardization of face image is required, it should be local enhancement contrast. Therefore, the system does not use traditional histogram equalization, but instead use contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [15] , limited histogram equalization in the image of a small scale operation, known as the tiles. The method is an improved method for HE algorithm, combined with the limited contrast and adaptive histogram equalization's advantages of two technologies, while enhancing the image contrast can effectively suppress noise interference, better highlight the image detail, and the implementation process is not complicated. Therefore, the system design uses CLAHE technology to enhance the image's contrast.
CLAHE image pre-processing has main implementation steps as follows: 1) Divide into block: take the original image divided into N M ! continuously even without overlapping sub area; The greater for the sub region, the more obvious for the contrast enhancement effect, but the more loss for image detail and edge component. Therefore, this article adopting 8 8! continuously without overlapping area is relatively reasonable. 
3) Take each sub-area for gray-scale histograms "shear"; it will be beyond the pixel average distribution of the shear limit amplitude to the other gray-scale.
4) Take each sub-domain's gray-level histogram for equalization processing after contrast limited.
5) Get the center of each area; these points will serve as the sample points.
6) Then by taking each pixel of the image and using formula (1) for Grey linear interpolation processing, get the new gray scale as follows: 
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Among them: 
Discrete Cosine Transform
In the DCT, with more than a series of limited data points to represent the cosine function concussion sum under different frequency, the DCT has four types, as follows: DCT Ⅰ, DCT Ⅱ, DCT Ⅲ and DCT Ⅳ. DCT Ⅱ is mostly used in signal processing, usually referred to as DCT. 2 D M X N DCT are defined as follows:
The corresponding 2D discrete cosine transformation (IDCT) is given by the formula:
In the designed system, the DCT application on the whole face image converts it as face image's frequency components. As the low frequency DCT is associated with light changes, the illumination change through reduced to compensate for low frequency DCT coefficient reduces the number of DCT coefficients and factor is obtained by experiment. As shown in Fig. (3) , different number of low frequency DCT coefficients give different afresh transform's DCT standardization results.
Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA)
Feature extraction is one of the main steps of face recognition system, because it can reduce facial image dimension. The most popular feature extraction technology is Principal Component Analysis (PCA), but the representation of PCA technology is based on image set of the second order statistics. This method cannot show that the image depends on high-order statistics, and the image of higher-order statistics, including pixel intensity value of nonlinear relationship, contains the identification of important information. This system uses Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) to extract the higher-order statistics, the algorithm process description is as follows:
The first step is to focus on given n samples set of k x , among them, " . Therefore, the characteristic value of the kernel PCA can be calculated as follows:
v ! of all 0 ! " solutions within
there is factor i ! , such as:
Taking the formula (8) multiplied by ( ) j x ! , and putting into the formula (9), we will get:
The solution of characteristic value problem can be expressed as more simple characteristic value problem:
Feature space's projection is carried out by the following formula:
Therefore, it does not need a large amount of calculation, and can extract the k nonlinear principal components by using the kernel function, and select Gaussian kernel function
, because it has superior performance in many pattern classification applications.
The Nearest Neighbor Classification
Classification is a very crucial step in any face recognition system. The k-nearest neighbor classifier is the simplest and the most widely used non parametric classifier. The objects are classified based on the feature space of the most nearest classifier to the training instances. Initially, feature extraction is completed; the system is calculated between the test sample and each training sample characteristics of the Euclidean distance; and then by using the nearest neighbor classifier, the final classification and recognition is completed.
THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Experiments are implemented on a personal computer by using MATLAB 7.0. The computer is configured as: Windows XP operating system, CENTRINO COREⅡ processor, the main frequency 2.53 GHz, 4 GB of RAM.
It has performed a large number of experiments in a public database ORL standard face's library, extension Yale B and an outdoor face database [15] . The algorithm used in
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The Open Cybernetics & Systemics Journal, 2015, Volume 9 627 this study selected the impact of face recognition rate and recognition speed based on the different number of DCT coefficients in the ORL face database. It tests the algorithm's robustness to illumination change by using expanded Yale B database. The outdoor face database contains the uncontrolled street light's positive photograph of unfamiliar face images. Keeping out sources including glasses, hats, hair and hands on the face, in addition to shelter, the image changes also include expression changes and posture changes.
The Afresh Transform DCT Coefficients
The experiment was conducted on ORL face database, ORL face image database including 400 face images, total of 40 people, which include everyone at different times, different illuminations, different head angles, different facial expressions and different facial details condition of 10 human face images. Every image gray levels for 256, resolution for all was set at 112×92 pixels. Experimental comparison of the effect of the performance of this paper's algorithm by the choice of different number of DCT coefficients was done, including the recognition accuracy and recognition speed (the whole algorithm average consuming time), afresh adjustment of the number of DCT coefficients, respectively taking 7, 13, 19, 27, 37 and 47. Fig.  (4) shows the impact curve based on the recognition accuracy and recognition speed by the different coefficient numbers. From Fig. (4) , you can see that with the increase of number of DCT coefficients, the identification accuracy also increases, but as the number of coefficient exceeds a certain extent, the curve shows that further increasing the coefficient plays no significant role in the promotion of recognition rate, and shows coefficient of deleted image reconstruction and the influence of face recognition are very faint. Moreover, the increasing coefficient influences recognition time drastically. The higher the coefficient, the greater the time overhead of calculation, and longer the system identification need. Therefore, the experiments have proved that in order to obtain ideal recognition rate and recognition speed, select the appropriate number of DCT coefficients. This paper's algorithm is based on the system to achieve ideal recognition rate, and at the same time satisfies the requirement of realtime face recognition algorithm to identify speed increase as much as possible to determine the appropriate number of DCT coefficients, through the analysis (Fig. 4) of different number of coefficients of influence curve for recognition rate and recognition speed. This article suggests that 27 DCT coefficient obtained recognition effect is the best, the number of DCT coefficients proportional to the recognition rate was not obtained, and also suggests that using a very high DCT coefficient does not necessarily obtain the best recognition rate but increase the operation time overhead. Therefore, in the following experiments, afresh transform DCT coefficient number is taken as 27.
The Canonical Analysis
Extension of the Yale B database [3] contains 38 objects in 64 images under the condition of different illuminations. Each object under different light conditions has five subsets. Subset 1 contains everyone's 7 images, subset of 2, 3, 4, and 5 respectively contain 12, 12, 14, and 19 images. The greater the number of subsets, the more obvious the illumination change. Experiment takes all images as the unified clipping for 64 64 ! size, as shown in Fig. (5) for extension of Yale B face image sample after clipping on face database. In the experiment, subset 1 is used for training, because it is closer to the positive illumination. Subsets of 2, 3, 4 and 5 are used for testing. The number of DCT coefficient was set at 27. KPCA on the number of principal components is set for 50, Gaussian kernel function ( , ) k x y parameter is set for ! shows training set of standard deviation. In addition to testing algorithm of this paper, experiment by three kinds of techniques, respectively for the "no illumination normalization", "only using the histogram equalization", "using afresh adjust the low frequency DCT coefficient and histogram equalization" was also conducted, as shown in Table 1 for several standardization technology on the extension of Yale B database's recognition results.
It can be observed from Table 1 that recognition rate of the subset 5 is 6.5097%, which is very low. It can also be observed that the recognition of the test set is actually quite difficult. By using the IN technology, such as histogram equalization, recognition rate up to 38.0803%, the recognition rate is also challenging. By using the afresh transform low frequency DCT coefficient including the HE, The proposed standardization technique gives the best recognition rate of 100% based on the subset 2 and the subset 3. Recognition rate of the subset 4 is 97.5564%, by using CLAHE combined with DCT, recognition rate of the subset 5 increased from 6.5097% to 98.1609%, which is a significant improvement, showing the effectiveness of this paper's algorithm.
Illumination Change Face Recognition
In order to demonstrate the superiority of this paper's algorithm, the recognition rates of this algorithm and other several relatively advanced algorithms are compared, including the logarithmic transformation [2] , gamma ray intensity calibration [4] , homomorphic filtering [8] , single scale Retinex [7] , wavelet standardization [9] , and wavelet denouncing [10] . The parameters set of each comparison algorithm corresponds respectively with reference to each algorithm in the literature. Experiment used subset 1 as the training set, the remaining subsets 2 to 5 for testing, and identification results are shown in Table 2 .
It can be observed from Table 2 that for all the subsets, the recognition rate of this paper's algorithm is higher than all other algorithms. All algorithms in the subset 2 and the subset 3 have high recognition rates, so it cannot clearly demonstrate the superiority of this paper's algorithm. It is very difficult to identify the subset 4 and the subset 5, as the recognition rate of this paper's algorithm remained above 
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97% and 98%, and the logarithmic transformation, gamma rays intensity correction, homomorphic filtering recognition rate below 50%, even as low as 31.6150%, which reflect the reliability of this paper's algorithm in terms of recognition rate and robustness of illumination change.
It can be observed from Table 3 that due to the challenge of natural barrier, all the algorithms have relatively low overall recognition rate. Examples of the challenging images are shown in Fig. (6) . We can see that compared with other algorithms, this paper's algorithm can still get the best recognition performance, thus signifying its reliability and strong robustness. 
Performance Comparison
Only recognition rate being higher than other algorithms is not enough to illustrate the superiority of this paper's algorithm, therefore, the experiment recorded the operation time of each algorithm, including training total completion time, and testing one image time. The results are shown in Table 4 .
It can be observed from Table 4 that the training total completion time of this paper's algorithm is only 0.0132 seconds higher than wavelet standardization, which is a lot less than several other comparison algorithms at timeconsuming. Test one image only needs 2.8941 seconds, significantly lower than all other algorithms, which indicates the superiority of this paper's algorithm.
CONCLUSION
In order to improve face recognition accuracy under the condition of "bad", and improve the robustness of the algorithm, this paper proposed the afresh transform algorithm based on limited histogram equalization of low frequency DCT coefficients. The study used the CLAHE technology instead of the HE technology for comparing stretched, namely in smaller called tiles on the area of operation to replace the operation on the whole face image. And then eliminated illumination changes by the afresh transform to reduce low frequency DCT coefficient, using kernel PCA to extract the image of high order statistics, and using the nearest neighbor classifier classification. It is very difficult to give the best recognition rate as high as 98.1609% based on the identification of extension of the Yale B's subset 5. On comparison with several advanced algorithms, this algorithm showed to be effective and robust. This paper's algorithm will be applied to other face data sets in the future, combined with other advanced 
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